
Food Hub History

“I don’t know why Windham County couldn’t feed itself.”
Paul Harlow, Westminister farmer, 24 October 07, Windham Farm 

Bureau forum on Local Agriculture and Global Warming

BACKGROUND

Post Oil Solutions’ vision around food is grounded in sustainability, 
self-sufficiency, and justice. Our goal is to increasingly become a 
people who can feed ourselves through the individual and collaborative 
production of our food. To advance this purpose, Post Oil crafted its 
Regional Food Sustainability Campaign (RFSC) in July 2007, of 
which the Great Falls Food Hub is one of 5 components. 

The five (5) components of the RFSC are:
• Building Community Infrastructure throughout the Region: to 

expand region-wide Post Oil’s community-based projects—farmers’ 
markets, CSAs, workshops, neighborhood gardens, most of all, 
building a strong community: the necessary social infrastructure of a 
viable food system.

• Community Food Security Project: to increase the access of 
locally produced food for all people regardless of race or income.

• No Gardener Left Behind Campaign: to encourage and support 
everyone to be gardening, root cellaring, and putting food by, 
through individual, as well as cooperative efforts.

• Promoting the Growth of Local Agriculture: to strengthen and 
support local farmers by organizing farmers’ markets & CSAs; 
encouraging agriculture & food programming in area schools; 
helping new farmers get on the land

• Great Falls Food Hub: to help make locally and regionally-
produced food accessible and affordable to all people, while 
providing a fair return to area farmers through (a) a licensed 



processing kitchen, (b) dry, cold and freezer storage facilities, and (c) 
a wholesale/retail distribution center.

WHY BELLOWS FALLS

What was originally called the Regional Food Sustainability Center 
remained just an interesting idea for the first 18 months following its 
conception. Major obstacles were the discussions as to hire a full-time 
coordinator, or not, and finding a suitable location for the Center.

Then, in late 2008, Post Oil’s Community Food Security Project 
conducted a Rapid Community Food Assessment. In the course of this, 
Bellows Falls was identified as a place that lacked a supermarket or 
grocery store, especially one that focused on locally-and regionally-
produced food.

Envisioned as agricultural support services that would serve the 
counties of Windham and Windsor in Vermont, as well as Sullivan and 
Cheshire in New Hampshire, there were a number of other factors that 
played into the decision to locate the Food Hub in the greater Bellows 
Falls area. These included:
• I-91 ran close to the town, with exits 5 and 6 serving it directly;
• the Amtrack railroad ran through the heart of town;
• the lower-cost of real estate in the BF area; 
• the town’s strategic location to the four counties it wished to serve; 

and
• the growing civic spirit and enterprise that has increasingly 

characterized the town in recent years.

EARLY HISTORY OF FOOD HUB: 2009

Four community organizers from Post Oil—Meg Lucas, Sherry Maher, 
Barbi Schrieber, and Tim Stevenson, all of whom lived a few miles 
from Bellows Falls, and who were quite familiar with the town and 



people in the area—began conversations about organizing what became 
known as the Great Falls Food Hub.

Their initial efforts consisted of holding a number of individual and 
group meetings, as well as a series of forums about the Hub. Without 
exception, these presentations and discussions were greeted with both 
interest and enthusiasm. Not only did many people express their 
support, a number of them stepped forward and offered to help, 
bringing skills and talents that the project needed. Several noteworthy 
developments have followed:
• Interim Working Committee (IWS): With meetings open to the 

participation of the public, the IWS is the consensus/decision-making 
body of the Great Falls Food Hub. It meets the 1st Tuesday of each 
month, where it reviews the work of its 7 working groups, as well as 
discuss and decide upon other matters. The IWC is currently 
attempting to rotate the meetings between locations within the four 
counties of the Hub so that more people can become informed about 
and participate in the work of the Hub. At present, its members are: 
Leigha Allen, Doug Anarino, Emily Bragonier, Pat Fowler, Steve 
Fortier, Gary Fox, Jan Lambert, Meg Lucas, Sherry Maher, Kathy 
Martin, Sandy Martin, Anne Nordstrom, Liz Richards, Jill Robinson, 
Barbi Schrieber and Tim Stevenson.

• SEVCA Working Group: One of the most exciting developments 
has been the Food Hub’s partnership with the Southeastern 
Vermont Community Action group in Westminister. Meeting the 
first Monday of each month at the SEVCA offices and facilitated by 
Denise Mason, SEVCA’s Micro Business/Asset Development 
Program Director, this is one of the IWC’s working committees. 
SEVCA has been very active, not only in  providing us with 
guidance around developing a business plan, but also in writing a 
number of grants for us (thanks in significant part to Lisa Jane 
Clarke, SEVCA Director of Planning and Development) in an effort 
to fund a Project Coordinator and a feasibility study. The first fruit of 
these labors was realized in early December when the Holt 
Foundation awarded the Food Hub a $15,000 grant.



• Data Collection Working Group: In another stroke of good fortune, 
the Hub has also been fortunate to secure the volunteer 

• services of Anne Nordstrom, a professional researcher who teaches at 
Antioch/New England in Keene. Through her skill and leadership, 
the Hub has put out a survey to the region’s farmer’s, inquiring about 
their needs.

• Reconnecting to Our Food Working Group: As much as the Food 
Hub project is about developing the necessary physical infrastructure 
that will support and encourage the area’s farmers to grow more food 
for our region, it’s also about building the equally important social 
infrastructure. Notwithstanding the growing interest in locally-
produced food, the Reconnecting Working Group is a recognition 
of the fact that many people do not have the knowledge or skills 
necessary for being a consumer of local food. From gardening, 
cooking, and putting food by workshops to promoting healthy and 
nutritious school lunch programs, organizing community gardens, 
and sponsoring screening/discussions of the film, “Fresh,” the group 
is dedicated to building a strong local food consciousness amongst 
the people of its region. 

• Other Working Groups:
(A) Business Plan: currently exploring the pros and cons of 

various business modes and looking to develop a Customer 
Survey that would be presented a 2010 town meetings.

(B) Field Trips: wanting to see other models of what we’re 
attempting, as well as gathering important information about 
their success (and challenges), this group has recently visited 
the Food Venture Center in Fairfax and the Local Agriculture 
Community Exchange (LACE) in Barre

(C) Outreach/Media/Website: amongst other things, we have had 
a number of articles in area newspapers a website has been 
developed (www.greatfallsfoodhub.com), and continue to hold 
meetings and discussions with people around the region

(D) Transportation: Our newest working group, this presently 
one-man committee is looking into the possibilities of using the 
Amtrack rail line to transport food to the Hub. 

• Vermont Regional Food Centers Collaborative (VRFCC):

http://www.greatfallsfoodhub.com
http://www.greatfallsfoodhub.com


At the NOFA Winter Conference this past February, a group of Food 
Hub projects got together for an informal lunch discussion about how 
we might all collaborate together to serve our mutual benefit. Out of 
this initial conversation eventually emerged the VRFCC, consisting 
of food centers at Intervale (Burlington), Center for an Agricultural 
Economy (Hartwick), Food Works/Two Rivers (Montpelier), LACE 
(Barre), Vital Communities (White River Junction), RAFFL 
(Rutland), Addison County, and ourselves. Through a grant we 
secured from a group of Food Funders put together by the Vermont 
Community Foundation, we were able to meet four times from April 
to early August, out of which emerged a joint statement of our 
purpose and aims. Currently, we have each put together a statement 
in answer to a survey the Food Funders sent to us, indicating the 
direction we will be going in 2010. The Great Falls Food Hub will 
be meeting with the Funders 20 January 2010 to present our Strategic 
Plan for 2010.


